The BS in Cybersecurity Program supports Florida Memorial University’s mission to enhance the lives of our constituency through leadership in cybersecurity by educating the future workforce in cybersecurity principles, engaging in lifelong learning, demonstrating ethical decision-making, and providing a commitment of service to society.

Florida Memorial University is a Historically Black College and University (HBCU) in Miami Gardens, Florida, and is one of the oldest HBCUs in the state. Founded in Live Oak in 1879, FMU relocated to St. Augustine in 1900, and moved to its current location in 1968.

FMU has a culturally diverse and international student population and is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC). The University offers undergraduate and graduate degree programs designed to prepare students for today’s highly competitive technological society.

**DESIGNATIONS**
- CAE-Cyber Defense

**CONTACT INFORMATION**
Ben Wongsaroj
ben.wongsaroj@fmuniv.edu

fmuniv.edu/academics/cybersecurity-center